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The Presidents Ledger 

Fall is upon us, and your Local union is 

busy working for you. We have several 

current issues that we are working on, and 

several on the horizon. We continue to look 

to 2018 TVF&R negotiations, and we are 

actively building a list of wants/needs as 

we look to our next contract. If you have 

ideas of wants/needs, please feel free to 

email them directly to me. The Washington 

County District 2 campaign is in full swing, 

and union leadership is actively getting out 

to several stations. We are unable to hit 

them all, but our goal is to meet with 

approximately half of our members to 

discuss the D2 vote, November election 

endorsements, update member contact 

information, and get a feel for the pulse of 

the membership. I want to thank the crews 

that I have met with for the discussions 

already, and your valuable input. I have 

actively been taking notes, and look 

forward to addressing the comments and 

any concerns our members bring up. 

We are currently working with 

management on the development of a 

paramedic job description (non firefighter). 

This idea was brought to us by 

management and we are currently 

undergoing the negotiations surrounding 

wages, hours, working conditions, call 

types, operational impacts, recruiting, etc. 

Look for more information as we move 

forward in this process. We could see 1660 

Paramedic only (non-Firefighters) as soon 

as the Spring of 2017. That said, we need 

our members to continue to treat our 

current medic unit personnel with high 

regard, and look for ways to help them out 

around the station, taking calls, etc. We will 

also need this new classification of 1660 

members to be treated the same way. We 

want to continue a culture that recognizes 

the work that our crews on medic units 

undertake, and show appreciation 

whenever possible.  

Look for a traditional Fire Academy (non 

E92) to take place in February 2017. At time 

of printing, the plan is 12 Firefighters (6 

paramedics and 6 EMT-Bs). 

Thank you to all who traveled to New York 

to represent Local 1660 for the 15th 

anniversary of 9/11. You made us all 

proud, and your passion and 

professionalism showed strongly. Thank 

you for keeping us all up to speed on your 

endeavors through social media. 

Recently some changes were agreed upon 

between Management and Labor on SOG 

5.2.1. This is largely the result of the 

inability to fill positions on 5 Engine 

companies on the 4th of July. We have long 

resisted adding language to bring in 

members from home when needed, but the 

time has come for us to control how this 

process works. While ordering in from 

home can be a reality, it is a last ditch effort. 
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We are working with 69s to implement the 

ability for Telestaff to "all call page" our 

members to let everyone know of an order 

back situation. This will notify members 

who are "do not call" for the day of the 

situation and hopefully illicit a response 

(many of our members have stated that 

even though they were "do not call" for a 

shift, they would have come in if they knew 

we were under 4 person staffing). 

Additionally, it will be incumbent on the 

affected station to physically call each 

member in the station and appeal to their 

members to come in, if possible, due to 

being short staffed. The hope is a personal 

phone call from your own station will 

motivate members to come in to keep the 4 

person staffing. If those moves do not work, 

then, an order back from home may occur. 

Thank you to Chris Hart and Matt Mariani 

for their work on the 5.2.1 committee. Feel 

free to email/call one of them with any 

questions. 

Communication to our membership has 

long been a top priority, but we are being 

more deliberate moving forward. I will be 

conducting post union meeting briefings 

(trying to keep them 3-5 minutes) to keep 

our members posted on the current events 

and the highlights from the meetings. For 

full details and participation, it is 

recommended that members attend in 

person. We are also moving forward with 

re-organizing the union officer ranks to take 

effect in 2018. This is to be a very 

transparent process. The first move will be 

to adopt a bylaw change in the Spring of 

2017 to combine the offices of Secretary and 

Treasurer back into one (to take affect 

January 2018). In September of 2017, the E-

board will hire a 1660 member to a newly 

formed position of "communications 

director". More details being released at 

future union meetings. In October 2017, we 

will take nominations for the officer of 

Secretary/Treasurer. The budget will not be 

affected as we will keep pay consistent with 

our policy on union officer salaries as we 

have in place today. Feel free to email any 

questions, and look for further details at 

upcoming meetings. The focus of these 

moves is to modernize our communication 

to the membership and better serve our 

members’ needs.  

Thank you to all of our members for the 

work you do and allowing me the privilege 

to serve as your President.  

Stay safe, and keep up the good work. 

Fraternally, 

- Rocky 

 

A Culture Worth Persevering  

and Passing Along 

We have a culture that we can all be proud 

of. Our culture is deeply rooted and always 

growing. Our culture is difficult to define 

and its origins cannot be easily traced. It is, 

however, all around us and acts like a 

rudder keeping us stable and moving in the 

right direction. Our culture is the ever-

evolving product of many things we value 

most. Things like professionalism, customer 

service, compassion, teamwork and 

humility.    
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We are experiencing tremendous growth 

and change in our department. New 

partnerships with Newberg and 

Washington County Fire District 2, new 

entry level firefighters, lateral firefighters, 

interns and many other areas of growth. 

New people bring new opportunities to 

make us better, more diverse and more 

resilient. New people also bring new ideas 

and different perspectives.      

While growth and change create new 

opportunities, it also places stress on our 

organization that can impact our culture. In 

times like this it is incumbent upon all of us 

(young and old) to embrace our culture and 

pass it along. This is best done, not with 

words, but with our actions. The best way 

to persevere and pass along our culture is to 

continue to do the things that have helped 

us build it. Remaining professional at all 

times, continuing to focus on providing a 

high level of customer service, not just with 

our citizens but with each other. Remember, 

compassion for the sick and injured extends 

to our own. Strong teamwork is the 

hallmark of the fire service and this goes for 

on and off the fire ground, before and after 

the medical call. We should always be 

humble and appreciate what we have. 

There is nothing we have now that came to 

us for free and none of it is guaranteed. We 

must continue to earn the respect and 

support of our citizens and our fellow 

brothers and sisters. If we continue to do 

these things, we will continue to strengthen 

our culture, a culture that we can all be 

proud of, take part in preserving and pass 

along.    

      

- Brian Smith  

From the Trea$urer'$ Che$t 

 

Sorry, I've been on the road for the past 3 

weeks in South Utah exploring the beauty 

of our National Parks and Monuments in 

that region. 

 
Take the time for yourself to enjoy life and 

the natural beauty around you. It's well 

worth the time. Until next time... 

- Dave Halley 

 

From The Office of the Secretary 

With communication always being an 

important issue with our Local and other 

surrounding agencies, I just wanted to give 

you a brief update as to where we are 

headed. As you know, in the past e-mail 

was the main source of communication 

between Local Leadership and the 

membership. Well times they are a 

changing. Social media and the power of 

the Internet have taken over the world.  
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Things like Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram are newer platforms that allow 

communication to reach far more people in 

a much faster way.  Local 1660 has created a 

Social Media Committee which includes 

myself, Brian Smith, Ron Morgan, and Scott 

Bethke. Together we’ve developed our own 

social media sites to include all of the ones 

mentioned above. While we realize there 

are many other platforms, we felt these are 

the ones that reach the most people and stay 

within our bandwidth capabilities. If you 

take part in the social media world, we 

strongly encourage you to “like” or 

“follow” our pages. The more of you that 

we can get on board, the more people we 

can reach with important messages. 

Additionally, as you’ve witnessed, we have 

been out to the stations updating the 

personal information we have on file for 

you. Included in our requests were your cell 

phone number and carrier, and your 

personal e-mail address. This will, once 

again, give us the opportunity to send 

important messages, calls to action, and 

other information through text messages 

and e-mails. You always have the option to 

opt out of texting if you desire. 

One other thing I’ve been trying to 

incorporate is short video segments that 

highlight events or messages from Local 

Leadership. The first was a message from 

President Hanes summarizing important 

business from last month’s Union Meeting. 

I’ve received a ton of positive feedback from 

this, so I thank you. My plans are to 

continue and increase video messages due 

to this feedback. 

I’ve recently been appointed to the Oregon 

State Firefighters Council Communications 

Committee. Myself, along with 2 other 

firefighters from Oregon will be ramping 

up the same social media sites to better 

communicate with members from around 

the state with issues that affect Oregon 

firefighters as a whole.  

While social media is in the forefront of our 

communication efforts at this time, please 

look out for other platforms that will 

enhance our abilities to effectively message 

important issues to all of you. My goal is to 

create as many avenues as possible to 

communicate with as many of you as I can. 

I know the days of checking your e-mail all 

of the time are gone. I am looking forward 

to any feedback and/or suggestions you 

may have to help with improving our 

communication efforts. My phone is always 

on so please feel free to give me a call. 

- Chris 

 

AROUND THE HORN: 

TRAINING: NO REPORT! 

 

PREVENTION: We’ve had a lot of 

changes regarding our work environment 

in Prevention. With the closure of NOC, 

staff got moved around. CBOC now houses 

DeBois, Foster, Nolan, Ernst, Candela, 

Cross, Richard, and Wolff. SOC is home to 

Mooney, McKee, Darby, Arn, Furst, and 

Lee. Some of us have broken bodies to boot 

as well but most of us are on the mend. 

Trace bought a new house in Newberg. 

There were lots of California summer 
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vacations for us – Arn, Darby, Lee, McKee 

and Furst all took their families 

there.  Darby’s wife made him sell his police 

interceptor and get a Jetta. She said it was 

unsafe for the kids since the seats weren’t 

bolted down. He’s willing to trade the Jetta 

for any other sort of police-looking vehicle 

if you have one. Mooney is constantly jet-

setting for all his IFSTA and IAFF 

committee meetings. Mooney and Darby 

both had kids start kindergarten this year. 

McKee, Darby & Mooney will be going to 

an IAFF committee rep meeting in Phoenix 

in October. McKee will get to show them 

her old college stomping grounds. I’m sure 

a lot of productive committee work will 

take place as well. Wolff has been busy 

helping with union activities and golfing of 

course. Cross’ son Logan has his driver’s 

permit so if you’re in the Sublimity area, be 

careful on the roads! Other than that we are 

all busy, adjusting to a much larger 

response area that includes new 

construction, plan review, and inspection 

duties along with station liaison 

assignments. Our work vehicles are all 

getting extra miles logged. - McKee 

STATION 17: Greetings from the city to 

the Sunset, the new “Victus In Ora” (with 

apologies to Virgil). While as of this 

printing the marriage isn’t official, living 

together is pretty awesome. We know many 

folks haven’t ventured to the Western 

frontier yet, so here’s an introduction to the 

new family. 

A shift is led by the one and only Trevor 

Herb. Trevor enjoys long walks on the 

beach, talking about politics, styling his 

hair, and meditation. A 17 year employee of 

D2, he’s been busy coaxing Smith into 

wildland fires, and patiently explaining the 

difference between shooting clay and skeet 

targets. Trevor’s better half is Vicki, and 

they live out in Forest Grove.  If you are 

around A-shift and see a large black-haired 

grumbling behemoth, don’t fear! It’s not a 

Sasquatch, it’s our A-shift AO, Jordan 

Graybeal. Just don’t make any sudden 

motions or look him in the eye. Definitely 

don’t make any elk noises.  Jordan lives in 

Perrydale with his lovely bride Ashley and 

their 2-year old dynamo, Lucas. Travis 

Smith got lost in his very manly truck on his 

way to the coast and was taken in by the 

kind souls at Station 17, where he remains 

every 3rd day refining his “Sweatin’ with 

Smith” target solutions videos. Wildland 

yellow is definitely his color. By the way, 

has anyone seen his wallet?  

When he’s not off working as the stunt 

double for the Dos Equis guy, B shift 

lieutenant Scott Halvorson has been tasked 

with the impossible job of trying to get a 

word in edgewise around Hays and 

Grayber. A 20 year employee of D2, Scott 

likes to talk about his feelings, roll in axle 

grease, and break  fix things. He recently 

acquired a pet trunk monkey. AO Tim Hays 

is in the process of buying a house in 

Laurelwood with his wife Kim and 10-year-

old boy wonder Tyler, so you will find him 

not only at 17’s, but pretty much 

everywhere else attempting to beat Conrad 

in OT hours. He’s been busy on shift 

teaching Grayber how to throw a proper 

baby shower (hint:  use Tannerite. Top that, 

Martha Stewart!), and the finer points of 

truck pulls. Grayber has been spotted 

wearing camo, learning to play the banjo, 

and muttering something about “moving to 
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the country, gonna eat a lot of peaches”. 

Her recent accomplishments include being 

able to make the road ranger buck for the 

full 8 seconds.  

And last but not least, our fabulous 2/3 

redhead team C shift, with the dynamic 

father & son duo of Captain Mick Carey 

and Firefighter Josh Hoffas!  Mick really 

loves to be asked if Josh is his “son”. A 17 

year employee of D2, Mick enjoys pie, 

placating irate citizens wondering “why 

can’t we burn if it’s raining”, fielding 

incessant requests to buy a coffee grinder 

(side note: PLEASE?), and herding cats. He 

lives in Warren with his wife Gina and two 

kids away at college. AO Tim Buchanan has 

come home to the country, where he has 

continued his reign of monkeybump “love”. 

We’re very glad that Tim has decided to 

come to 17’s in an effort to bring a kinder, 

gentler, more sensitive side of TVF&R to the 

Wild West. That includes delicately 

nurturing our youngest firefighter, Josh 

Hoffas.  Word on the street is that Josh is 

finally housebroken, and we can let him out 

of the kennel at night. When not being 

bench-pressed by his girlfriend, Josh spends 

his off-shift time learning macramé—look 

for his new line of radio purses and axe 

belts in Spring ’17.   

All kidding aside, our Station 17 transition 

has been hard-working, positive, and above 

all, fun. Don’t miss a chance (and you will 

have plenty during hunting season) to come 

work OT or a trade  at this unique and 

special place, run some interesting and very 

“real” calls, and see what running 26 

minutes code 3 to get somewhere in your 

first-due feels like! If you live in D2 

territory, please get the word out to your 

friends and neighbors and encourage 

everyone to vote. See you on the far side.     

- Grayber 

 

STATION 19: NO REPORT! 

 

STATION 20: NO REPORT!  

 

STATION 21: Station 21 B Shift: 

C7: Chief Chris Dawson 

E21: Captain Jeremy Friedrich, John Tish, 

Todd Bradley 

M21: Mike Erwin, Chad Ledson 

Things at Springbrook station have been 

going great since the “Dating Period” 

started with TVFR and Newberg. B Shift 

has had a blast working with each other and 

getting to learn each other’s systems, and 

dealing with the differences. Being on a 3 

person Engine and having 2 on the Medic 

unit with a Chief makes us a very tight 

group, and given us an opportunity to build 

relationships with each other, and each 

other’s families. Our shift at 21 has had 

many times of family interaction, including 

BBQs on days off, and a family Fried 

Chicken (Captain Friedrich’s Specialty / 

Newberg Secret Recipe) lunch with all of 

the families running around in the station. 

The compassion of all the members has 

been a true blessing to this shift, and the 

morale on duty is priceless. 

This station is a Water Rescue station, and 

with the added members to the team and 

the previous Newberg associates, the time 

has been absolutely amazing for the 

training and time spent working with 59’s. 
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Thank you to Captain Voeller, and 

everyone who helped with the training over 

the last few months, it has been a humbling 

experience and a great opportunity to be a 

part of the team. - Bradley 

 

STATION 33: Hello from Sherwood! We 

hope everyone had a great summer! As I’m 

sure many of you did, most of us spent the 

summer on camping trips, at the beach, or 

in Central Oregon. It was a great summer, 

and we all took advantage of it. 

September brought some significant 
changes to 33’s this year. We welcomed a 
new Captain, and brought in 3 new interns. 

First, I want to congratulate Brian Smith on 

his new position as Captain of station 50.  

He will be missed here at 33’s. He made 

many positive changes to this station 

during his time here, and left the station 

better than how he found it. Thank you 

Captain Smith! 

Having said that, he is no longer welcome 

here  He has been cut off from any and all 

contact… It just hurts too much to see him, 

the cut is too deep.  

We don’t need him anyway… We’ve found 

somebody else 

Sherwood is kind of a unique station for 

captains, and it takes someone with a 

passion for our community and a 

willingness to be involved in much more 

than running a station. We’re very fortunate 

to have our new Captain, Dave Pearson. He 

has hit the ground running at 33’s and is a 

perfect fit for Sherwood! We are very happy 

to have Captain Pearson with us, and we 

know we’re in good hands. 

The other change here in Sherwood is the 

addition of 3 new interns… Micah Brown, 

Ryan Vauble, and Alex Stefanovich. All 3 

were Newberg volunteers and come to us 

with good experience, and great attitudes. 

We are very happy to have them with us.  

It took some creativity and ingenuity to 

figure out how to comfortably add a fifth 

person to this station. But, through the 

incredible brain power and a willingness to 

think outside of the box, we all put our 

brains together and decided to shove them 

into a corner upstairs  

Actually, they have it pretty good. We made 

a nice space for them upstairs in the “Wolfs 

Den”. It feels like a little apartment up 

there. Bigger than my first apartment, that’s 

for sure! 

Well, that’s all the big stuff from 33’s. We’re 

all settling into our new routine, catching 

some football games, and enjoying the fall 

cool down. A few of us are out in the woods 

looking for elk, or trying to get a Salmon to 

the boat. We love catching up with 

everyone, so try and pick up an OT shift 

down here when you can. 
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Have a great fall everyone, be safe.                
-Needham 

STATION 34: After a long summer here is 

what has being happening at 34’s.  After an 

extended stay in the shop for nearly four 

months we are back in our beloved Squirt.    

To say the least we are happy as we spent 

time in two reserve engines, neither of 

which had air conditioning.  

On the BC front we have had a few changes.  

Ian Yocum headed to Newberg and Frank 

Adams came in, only to be here for a few 

weeks before he was transferred to C-5.  

Casey Brown then came in to fill the void.  

Welcome aboard Casey.  When Casey is not 

here or at home managing his country 

estate, he can be found in California 

watching his daughter’s soccer games.  

Mark Cross is back to rooting for the 

Beavers when he is not building something 

at the house or busy with his teenagers.  As 

for Dan Griffin, he is currently not juicing, 

thank goodness as the kale smell takes over 

the kitchen.  Plus we like having him join us 

for dinner as he does a great job washing 

dishes when we strategically get a call at the 

end of the meal. 

On A shift we have had a change in shift 

leadership. Following a successful kidney 

donation to his father, Jared Whitney 

returned to wrap up his probation before 

heading to the floater pool.  Congrats on 

completing your probation, you will be 

missed but we are happy to have you pitch 

hit as a hazmat floater. With Jared’s 

departure we welcome back to 34’s Chris 

Pfeifer. Chris has some big shoes to fill.  

Scott Riffle has left “A” shift to do some 

time on E92.   We wish you well with this 

opportunity with the recruits; see you back 

here in 2017.  With this change AJ Howard 

has been given a temporary A/O 

assignment driving for Chris and his crew.  

And when not here is sit still very busy with 

Howard Lighting and being the sole 

supplier to Polygon Homes. As for the rest 

of the crew, Kody Fordyce is still buying 

and selling houses.  He bought some land in 

Canby and plans to put up a duplex.  He at 

least plans to live next to the slum he plans 

to lord over, what a nice guy. Kelby 

Childers did not go to Europe this summer 

this year with his wife and son but instead 

he opted to take a three week hike with 

Zach Goodman in California. They hiked 

the John Muir Trail, from Yosemite to Mt. 

Whitney (no relation to Jared). We suspect 

he introduced Zach to the fine life of 

camping in a hammock. When Kelby came 

back he was at least 20 pounds lighter, and 

had stories to tell. 

 “B” shift has had a few changes, Tim Nokes 

has headed to 52’s, thank you for your 

leadership and service the past couple of 

years; you are and will be missed.  Patrick 

Fale has dusted off his old Level “A” PPE 

and come in as Captain of 34’s after his time 

in Newberg helping out with the 

integration project.  Even as he approaches 

40 that guy is still a ball of energy. Andrew 

Hagman has a new dog, and has also been 

helping some extended family in 

Minnesota. Erik Peterson spent the summer, 

on six different outings, vacationing with 

the family with in travel trailer. He 

indicates that his Jeep Patriot has done an 

excellent job as a tow vehicle.  With AJ 

moving to “A” shift, Sandeep “Sonny” 

Mann has made the move to the hazmat 
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team. We often don’t see him hanging 

around much after shift as he is usually 

headed out to work a call shift, some say he 

may be the next Conrad Brettschneider.  

Sonny says he is saving up for a trip to 

India very soon to attend his sister’s 

wedding.   

On “C” shift Jeff Stewart keeps busy 

remodeling his house and with his egg 

business (he is happy that Ian left as he is 

now the sole egg supplier to 34’s).  Jeff is 

currently away for 6 weeks while he does a 

stint in training to teach the hazmat 

academy. Ryan Lawless and his wife 

Lauren have a new baby boy, Connor.  

Ryan comes in dragging a bit in the 

morning as he says he isn’t getting a lot of 

sleep. He can be found most mornings in 

the exercise room after powering down an 

energy drink as he has said he needs to lose 

the baby weight he gained during his wife’s 

pregnancy. Also on the baby front Cody 

Nichols and his wife Nora are expecting a 

baby in February, and according to the 

Facebook they will be having a boy. We 

figure Cody is not ready for the changes in 

his future free time; we suggest you look for 

his golf clubs to be on sale in the spring.  As 

for the old timer, my wife and I took two 

weeks and headed to the home country, 

Ireland.  We caught a John Bon Jovi concert 

in Dublin, toured the Guinness factory and 

then spent the rest of the time traveling the 

southern and western parts of the Emerald 

Isle enjoying the food, culture and a few 

pints. I will say that it was an experience 

learning to drive from the wrong side of the 

car on the wrong side of the road.  What a 

beautiful place to visit though, we will most 

likely return.  Until next time… -O’Grady 

STATION 35: All is well for the Sleepless 
Knights of King City! The remodel is 
underway so now you will find the 
bunkrooms upstairs!  Lot's more happening 
over the next few months too.  Three new 
Paramedics (Harmon, Teater and Erkson) 
joined us from the last academy in an effort 
to help get them exposed to Medic Ops a bit 
early before they are officially off probation.  
We welcome Chris Hart to A-shift and I am 
super excited to have him.  Other than that 
all is well!  Stay safe! - Quinn 
 

STATION 50: E50 B shift with some 

recommendations of what you should be 

watching and listening to in: 

Movies 

Mason - Deadpool 

Cieloha - Star Wars: The Force Awakens 

Newman - The Drop 

JJ - Ex Machina 

TV Shows 

Mason - Black List 

Cieloha - Narcos 

Newman - Bachelor In Paradise 

JJ - Stranger Things 

Music 

Mason - 21 Pilots 

Cieloha - Daya 

Newman - Sia 

JJ - BØRNS 
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STATION 51:  The end of September and 

the last gasps of sunshine and good weather 

are on us once again finding the rope dorks 

of Tigard breaking out our rain gear and 

checking our boots for holes. The leafs of 

Main Street foliage are beginning to sparkle 

with yellows, oranges and crimson reds. 

Here are some of the past season’s 

highlights: 

A shift - Jason Morgan and Brian Johnson 

are out in the Ukiah again as of this writing, 

chasing Elky glory on foot and on razor. 

Gary Reed and Mike Roulette teamed up to 

put on a successful Hazelstock 2016 out at 

the Roulette family farm in Hood River 

County.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The French Rocker” – Reed, Hazelstock 2016 

Linas returned to town from a small 

camping trip in the Nevada with a truck 

filled with playa dust, then headed 

immediately out on the New York trip with 

Clete Schmitke and many others. Asa 

Mueller harvested a fine flea ridden buck 

recently only to require a midnight bath in 

the Columbia River. Ross Bucklew has been 

busy selling his Vernonia home and 

planning the construction of a house in 

Washougal. Scott Meuser continues to work 

diligently in a marathon of school, clinical 

and internship hours to either burn out or 

get a supercool Paramedic patch sewn on 

his button up.  Good luck and Godspeed 

fella… 

B shift - Craig organized another successful 

Hood to Coast team this year and is now 

getting in gear to go back to school for 

Human Relations degree. Matt Mariani and 

son Luke ran the relay together, and Matt is 

gearing up for the fall soccer season with 

his daughter Taya. Ron Morgan has been 

busy with family trips and a vacation to 

Lake Tahoe as well as union business with 

the E-board. Zach Williams and family have 

been busy with another sweet summer of 

apiary goodness. Zach is looking forward to 

pumpkin cannon season out at Heiser 

farms. Zach and buddy Brady of the 

facilities dept. also spent a day in the shop 

helping George begin work on a vanity, the 

last step of his year plus long bathroom 

remodel project. George is also back from a 

summer of outdoor fun including an 

awesome trip to Glacier National Park with 

girlfriend Lily. Donavan Rodriguez is now a 

proud Razor owner and also attended the 

New York trip with fellow B-shifter Maya 

Gross who has been a fixture at 51s this 

summer. A possible end to the bailout 

project looms in the near future… Kyle 

Leonard has only just returned from an epic 

hiking season volunteering with a survey 

project to help ODFW confirm the absence 

of elk in the timberland of the Molalla 

foothills. Jeff Ross has been busy working 

on numerous landscaping projects, and a 

few dirt bike rally races this summer. 

C shift - Steve and Kelly Johnson are 

gearing up for volleyball season with 
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daughter Ally, who is a libero (defensive 

specialist in the back row) with the 

Sherwood High volleyball team.  Steve is 

also busy with heavy duty paper shuffling 

at the Air Base with Major Eason. The 

Schuster family is back from a trip to the 

East side of Glacier National Park and 

Banff, and has recently seen wife Debbie 

and kids back off to school. Fall finds 

Conroy getting plans in order so he can 

break ground on a new home on the Fisher 

Mill compound. Ricky Newman the 

legendary recliner and heavy rescue pilot 

has slain another elk in the Ukiah, a true 

great white hunter who gets the job done 

with consistency… 

Miles Ulven, wife Cassandra and daughter 

Emma had another great summer. Emma 

has her hands full raising two good parents 

and does a good job encouraging them to 

make time for camping trips to the Mt 

Jefferson wilderness. Pete Lehman hosted 

an awesome C-shift gathering in Prineville 

at the family vacation home and recently 

rose to the challenge of the Volcanic 50 and 

circumnavigated Mt. St. Helens in mere 

hours on foot. Welch is back from the east 

coast and has been working with fiancée 

Taylor on cooking together and is hoping to 

find the perfect recipe for vegetarian beef 

stew. Joe and Molly Goddard did a little 

outdoor toy shopping this year and picked 

up a gorgeous Airstream trailer and took it 

on a maiden voyage camping at the coast. 

Grant Slagle has also been out and about 

having fun this summer including a rafting 

trip on the Snake River. - Adolf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Check that hole for heat!” – Anonymous 

STATION 52: NO REPORT! 
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STATION 53: Price has decided not to 

move out of Gresham coz he loves it there. 

He spends most of his time on the river 

anyway so it doesn’t matter where he lives. 

Trotter is back…this time in a different seat. 

He is assigned as temp driver and is doing 

his best to bring culture and sophistication 

to A shift, an uphill battle for sure. Milburn 

is not eating anymore. He is on a quest for a 

beachbody…It’s really messing with the 

meal fund though so we are all telling him 

he already looks skinny so he can get back 

to eating with the rest of us (it’s expensive 

when you only split it 3 ways). Shelton is 

crying himself to sleep most nights because 

the Ducks can’t seem to get out of their funk 

right now. He does his best to try and 

explain the game to Trotter, but it’s like they 

speak two different languages.  

Andrew has spent the summer traveling. 

After visiting friends in Arizona, and a 

family trip with his kids in Chicago, he 

rounded out the summer getting back in the 

saddle at the Pendleton Round Up. The 

family time has been well deserved after 

spending last summer serving our country. 

Enjoy it, Andrew! Jason spent the summer 

turning his backyard into an oasis. Despite 

our best attempts at screwing up his 

concrete, his yard looks amazing. Stop by 

anytime, that is, if you ever find yourself 

that far out of town… Right now Jason is 

out hunting with his family as well. 

Hopefully we get to reap the rewards of his 

hard work yet again. 

Mike had big plans to go to Canada this 

summer, but after putting in all of his hard 

work during Dads n’ Daughters trip, a 

stroke of bad luck changed his plans. Long 

story, but ask him. The morale of the story, 

his wife is tough. After a long week, Mike 

got his summer groove back and turned his 

vacation into a stay-cation quickly. Mike 

also is reportedly hunting right now, but 

this is one of those trips that never seems to 

yield any game. So, again, good luck, Jason. 

Brandon has been busy planning weddings, 

buying trucks, and travelling around. Do 

student loans get forgiven if you don’t pay 

them? He was one of the lucky few who got 

to go to New York, and it sounded like his 

room was the room to be in. All in all, it’s 

been a good summer around B-shift! 

C-shift has not had much change since the 

last newsletter… Gus moved from A-shift to 

C-shift and settled right into the crew.  Eric 

Bokovoy, Mike Rose and Blake Ferguson all 

traveled to NYC for the 911 memorial.  Eric, 

Mike, Blake and Frank Adams all shared a 

room together, which felt like old times 

(minus the sharing of a full sized bed).  The 

kids have headed back to school and 

everyone had an enjoyable summer.  The 

shift has been status quo and hopefully will 

have more excitement to share by the next 

First-In.  

Domire and Rogers are still with us. We are 

wondering for how much longer though. 

Even these guys have enough seniority to 

see the light at the end of the tunnel. We are 

working with civil service to see if we can 

reset their seniority every year so they can’t 

leave. Domire is busy with family life when 

he’s not dancing it up in NYC. Rogers is 

counting down until he becomes a 

homeowner. He is in the final stages of 

buying his first place…in Newberg…which 

will make his commute that much shorter 
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when he gets assigned to M21. – Pratt, 

Trotter, Ferguson. 

STATION 56: Greetings from The Big 

House of The South, summer is over and 

we’re all reluctantly transitioning into 

autumn.  Gone are the lazy days of summer, 

good bye to lemonade and sunshine, 

farewell to beach trips and Sunriver.  Hello 

to leaves falling and football, chilly clear 

days and pumpkin spiced everything.  On 

A-Shift Jason Schurter is finishing up his 

new shop at home.  Malik Morris is finally 

adjusting to life in N Wilsonville, although 

he’ll still flash back to E92 occasionally and 

force Eaton and Weber to do push-ups until 

they puke.  Speaking of Jace Weber he is 

here at 56 now after spending a few years 

down in the minor leagues on E52.  Jace just 

fixed our surround sound so now he’s 

officially off double secret probation and is 

a full-fledged member of T56.  Matt Eaton’s 

photography is really taking off.  If he 

would just create more in black and white I 

could start referring to him as the Ansel 

Adams of Gresham.  B-shift is relishing the 

transition to fall mostly for football season.  

Dewayne Trimble keeps tabs on the football 

played across the Atlantic (soccer) and his 

beloved Liverpool and Matt Fehrenbacher 

keeps track of real football with The Oregon 

Ducks (I know we’re 2-2, I’m Ok, I’ve been a 

Duck fan for a long time I’m used to this, 

we don’t need to fire anybody, calm down, 

we’re young, we have a new scheme on D, 

just root for our RG #79!)  Henry Annen 

and James Thornton survived Cycle 

Kennedy . . . barely.  Thornton is out 

making an amphibious assault on pheasants 

in Idaho currently and both of Henry’s 

ladies are getting back into the school 

swing.  C-Shift is staying quiet under the 

radar.  Mike Towner keeps the station 

running smoothly and is the best looking 

Captain in the district (There I said it, I 

expect payment directly to my account) 

Ryan Niemeyer has dried out his raft and 

hung it up for the season but is already 

planning for next year.  Justin Speasl is 

adjusting to life as a dad and been busy 

scouring the internet for a pair of green 

silkies for little Jones.  Miranda Carroll is 

looking for a home, and building one too.  

She has just started excavation on one front 

and is hearing news of Marcus’ return on 

the other.  That’s right Jeff Marcus should 

be returning soon to T56.  He’s been out on 

loan to training and we hear he’s a return to 

work evaluation away from playing in the 

big leagues again.  That’s all the news that’s 

fit to print.  Be good to each other, we’re all 

we have. - Fehrenbacher 

STATION 57: NO REPORT! 

STATION 58: With open arms we 

welcome our new Captain Lance Bicket, aka 

Lunch Bucket, Long Body, Large Bro, 

etc...Lance takes over the helm from newly 

departed Dave Halley. Lance seems to be 

adapting well to his new environment and 

call types.  I know the high ceilings here are 

taking some strain off him. Curiously we 

have had a recent spike in frequent fliers, 

night calls, and generally odd calls, gee 

thanks Lance!  With the change in territory 

Lance is fine tuning his skills in the kitchen 

with a few new recipes and at the briefing 

table with a few freshly regurgitated stories.  

Lance loves a captive audience with willing 

ears and boy is he on his game with tweaks 

and turns even I didn't expect!  Boy they 
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just seem to get better and better with every 

rendition.  Sorry Capt., had to.  I do still 

love your stories even though I can tell you 

how they end.   

 

With recent political craziness I can report 

as the Speaker of the house quite an uptick 

in Political interest.  Although we may not 

all agree on a candidate or the issues we are 

holding together well, a house divided is 

not a house broken!  I hope all you other 

Houses out there are withstanding the 

storm.   As difficult as it may seem just 

remember:  Todays solutions are 

tomorrow’s problems! 

 

We have no new weddings, no new babies, 

no new relationships to report, maybe that's 

because we're all old!?  All I can say is 

things are running smooth over here.  Wait 

a minute, oh yes; Conrad Brettschneider is 

retiring at the end of the year!  Congrats to 

Conrad!  Well-deserved time in his life, I'd 

say he's put in his hours!  One more retiree 

with a policy to take credit for! Fare Thee 

Well....-Porter 

 

STATION 59: Station 59 would like to 

welcome all the Newberg and District 2 line 

personnel and staff.  We are excited to have 

the opportunity get to know and work with 

all of you.  With the growth of the fire 

district the Water Rescue Team specifically 

has grown in both personnel and ocean 

front property. An additional 10 members 

were added July 1st to staff Springbrook 

Station E21, and to augment the adjunct 

pool.  Minimum Water Rescue staffing on 

E21 is 2 of 3 personnel.  Water rescue 

response at 21’s consist of WR21 and BT21.  

The Willamette River frontage the district 

now borders is from river mile 22, 

Marylhust University, to river mile 56, the 

mouth of the Yamhill River.  Our fisheries 

have really expanded and we are enjoying 

every bit of it! So currently the 10 fledglings 

are going through extensive training to 

keep their heads above water, and avoid the 

big rock with the boat training.  Leading our 

charge of change is Station 59 Captain Jon 

Voeller, and Station 21 Captain Jeremy 

Friedrich, both are extremely busy making 

our new ship sail.  Speaking of ships, a new 

BT59 is in production.  It is a 23’ custom 

built Rogue Jet with plenty of ponies under 

the hood.  The delivery date of the new 

TVFR flagship is towards the end of 

October. 

                 

From a more personal perspective all the 

Union brothers and sisters here at 59’s are 

doing quite well.  Here is a brief synopsis 

on each.  “A” Shifters…. Lt. Chris Weaver is 

busy chipping away at the mandatory 96 

hours. Eng. Scott Brawner had a mid-50’s 

crisis and purchased a brand new 

Challenger RT/Plus, a real beauty. FF Craig 

Meyer traveled to Georgia to get licensed as 

a hang glider pilot, he is ready for 

customers.  FF Jeff “Robinhood” Wood got 

himself a 5pt bull elk archery hunting in 

Idaho. FF Jen Johnson and her lovely family 

took a family vacation to Silverwood and 

had a great time. Lt. Todd Raeburn splits 

his time between M59 and being detailed to 

E21 as the officer, such an easy going guy.  

“B” Shifters…. Capt. Jon Voeller is busy 

traveling the globe attending Duck football 

games to watch his son Evan #79. Eng. 

Adrian Jewett is eyeballing a brand new 

Malibu boat; he has hit all of us up for a 

personal loan to keep his family fed. FF. 
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Blake Reichel is busy tearing up the single 

track OHV trail system in the Gifford 

Pinchot National Forest on his KTM. FF 

Darrin Culp is our resident AV Tech 

specializing in iPhones to silent film, thanks 

for your help the other day.  FF Dan Griffin 

took a back country trip in his built Land 

Rover and explored the Alvord Desert in SE 

Oregon. FF Mike Paschall spends more time 

in the trees than he does on the ground; he 

has been contacted by Cirque Du Soleil. “C” 

Shifters…. Lt. Mike Thorne is moving again, 

out to the rural setting of Damascus.  He is 

also busy managing his resort over near 

Sunriver.  Eng. Shawn Suing finally 

upgraded his family boat from a 1983 

runabout to a 2007, it only took him a dozen 

years. FF Dan Hastie attended Burning 

Man, had a great time and came back with a 

great story.  FF Brad Stewart is on loan from 

our neighboring Station 60, he is here to 

teach us how to properly run rapids. He is a 

swell guy and a great addition to the team. 

FF Michael Doty temporarily vacated his 

spot for the summer to get Stewart here to 

enable training. Doty did the team and 

Stewart a solid, Doty will return mid-

October.  FF Amy Boyle has been busy 

repairing water damage that occurred to 

their home, darn clothes washers.  FF Bryan 

Gassner and wife Jennie are the proud 

parents of their daughter Josie, she is a real 

sweetie, Congrats Gassners. These are 59’s 

tidbits. 

                 

Remember the water level on local rivers is 

still low so be on the lookout for dead head 

logs, and subsurface rocks. Boat Safely.         

- Suing 

 

STATION 60: The guardians of the West 

wall have been busy these past few months.  

On A-Shift Captain Spisla has been busy 

preparing for the exodus of a son off to 

college and getting in the last few nice days 

out on the water.  Fisher is his usual busy 

self, he continues to be our advocate on 

cancer, which we appreciate but still 

manages to find time to kite board and play 

ice hockey.  Rieger has been all over the 

world competing in Dragon Boat racing, she 

recently returned from a competition in 

Ireland.  Pine in between a cruise and 

projects at home keeps working his usual 

quantity of call shifts.  On B-Shift, 

Satterfield continues to stay busy 

transporting his daughters to soccer practice 

and planning but not executing a home 

improvement project.  Andre is married to 

his beautiful home, he spent his summer 

replacing windows, siding and replacing a 

deck.  Once he completes his home, give 

him a call if you have any DIY projects.  

Creagan is spending his summer like the 

many others before on his boat slaying 

salmon, this summer has been very good 

for Sean and for B-Shift meals.  Stewart left 

us a while back to train with the water 

rescue team, he is missed and we hope to 

have him back soon.    He is a nice addition 

for the crew and an easy target in card 

games. Lastly C-Shift welcomes Lt. 

Mesenbrink to the station, he is acclimating 

quite well.  If you haven't heard, ask him 

about his first day, they don't have it in any 

leadership manuals.  Knoll is still making 

the trek every three days from Hood River, 

his son has got into soccer and Cliff is finely 

experiencing what it is like being a soccer 

Dad.   Taylor is wearing out another stair 

stepper and spending time at his place in 

Detroit Lake, with two adult sons he gets a 
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chuckle from all of our misadventures.  His 

son Gabe is about to start another season of 

basketball at the University of Portland and 

we all predict a great year for him and the 

team.  Lastly but not least Heiney, is 

keeping busy retrofitting his Sprinter van, 

and I can tell you he does first class work.  

Bobby continues to travel and takes full 

advantage of the pace of life when he visits 

central Oregon. -Satterfield 

 

STATION 61: Summer drew to a close 

and Station 61 underwent yet another 

significant facelift. And as of September 16, 

we are rolling five-deep with three fresh 

new interns. 

Nate Christensen continues his tour of duty 

on the car. He recently joined the Hazmat 

team, and his training is already underway. 

Nate and his family moved this summer 

from Newberg to the promised land of 

Sherwood. 

A-shift features Ben Ferguson, who joined 

us in May as a newly minted lieutenant. Ben 

and Aryn welcomed young Tegan to the 

world in July, so maybe the nights at 61 

aren’t so bad after all! Colin O’Reardon 

finished probation in July and still 

dominates the gym equipment with 

unbridled energy. Tom Herrington is 

holding steady on A-shift, keeping our 

house fund alive, and driving a fancy new 

sprinter van – there might be candy in it, 

but no one wants to check. A-shift traded 

Jacek Wiktorowicz to 65s (probably because 

he smiled too much) and welcomed Tim 

Traudt from 64s to take his place. Intern 

Justin Peery joins A-shift after volunteering 

with 350s for some time. 

Robin Peters remains at the helm of B-shift 

while the faces come and go around him. 

His OC home is back in shape with a fresh 

paint job and upgraded HVAC. Jason 

Maurer dialed back the pace a bit, heading 

up to 69s to hone his telephonic customer 

service skills. Aaron Zahrowski began his 

engineer probation at 61s in May. He and 

his wife recently purchased a new Subaru 

Outback, so his 72-hour disaster kit now 

contains only granola. Is a black lab next for 

them? Lee Trotter took a leave of absence 

from Cedar Hills to be a temp engineer for 

E53A, though we anxiously await the return 

of him, his sense of humor, and his staff 

translator. Andrew Erkson completed his 

probation with flying colors and was, in 

short order, shipped to M35B to join JLove, 

and quickly located the autopilot preset to 

21s. Ben Kramer joined B-shift from Station 

64 and is swiftly wrapping up his 

probation. His baby girl will turn 1 on 

October 2. Ben is recently engaged and is 

looking forward to a fall ’17 wedding. The 

youngest among us, Intern Elliot Loucks 

began his 9-month stay, coming from the 

Newberg volunteer ranks, and he’s 

studying Fire Protection Technology. 

Long-time station captain Lance Bicket 

uprooted and left for the greener pastures of 

58s, where the tap-out rarely works at night. 

He has been spotted back at 61s several 

times lapping up some of that OT goodness. 

Not to be outdone, mustachioed celebrity 

driver Zane Leek too saw the light and 

migrated up to 69s after a bittersweet 

separation from his beloved Squirt. You’ll 

find him making deals with the Pickers, 

Mike and Frank, coming soon to a TV near 

you. Bicket’s departure paved the way for 
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Robert Petracca to arrive as our new 

captain. The 12th man has been busy 

interviewing candidates for 17-01. He 

brought along Ian Fagan from 52s, a recent 

lateral from Clark County Fire, after 

Michael “VZ” VanZanten traveled south for 

some Wilsonville familiarization. Yev 

Misyuk remains the rock on C-shift. If you 

need anything (literally), he has a cousin for 

it. Intern Jocelyn Lamoreau is a Newberg 

volunteer and joined C-shift to start her 9-

month tour with Cedar Hills. - Zahrowski 

STATION 62: NO REPORT! 

 

STATION 64: John Broda is recuperating 

with a broken hip. (The result of landing on 

his oversized wallet.)...Congrats to Tony 

"Kamikaze" Cummo on his recent fine 

recue, with an assist from Doug "The Belly" 

Hassell and Lt. McCarthy...Pete "The Palm 

Tree" Ryan and Bob "Birdman" Kerney 

highly commended on good finish in the 

NYC marathon... Best wishes to former 

Capt. Eric Reape on his marriage...Bill 

"Quiet Man" Curley is out of the hospital 

and back to work...Tony Ferrelli recently 

transferred to S.I...Bongo and Tony the 

Thumbs are having trouble keeping their 

clothes dry...Ronnie Slip Knot is finally 

letting Cuddles take the nozzle from time to 

time...Popeye Doyle swears that it was Joey 

"Bah Dah Bing" Pondonachelli who put the 

human head in his locker. Charlie "The 

Admiral" Fricke was caught petting the 

porpoise by Doc Monster Scrotum Murry, 

while Jacky-Jack Jackerson pooped his 

pants just like a little cry baby would. 

That's it from Bushwick's Bravest. - Hall 

STATION 65: No Report! 

STATION 66: Station 66 is holding down 

the hub of the district and since Smario has 

been here and opened his interior 

decorating business we are now also the 

best decorated station! We've welcome 3 

new interns; Nathan Potter, Teddy William, 

and Zachary Kiene all hoping to find their 

way into a paid position. If you get a chance 

to work with them make sure to take some 

time to get to know them and pass on some 

knowledge while they are all sponges. 

Schenk has taken one for the team and 

headed up to Car 61 so Christiansen could 

get his hazmat training on. Hopefully we 

will have him back soon. Smario is basically 

an east coaster now after spending the last 

few weeks in NY and National Fire 

Academy. Speaking of New York Ramona, 

Genero, Smario, and I were among the 

lucky 48 who got to go on this once in a life 

time trip.  

 

Thank you to Trotter, Stenhouse and all the 

others for making it possible. I know 

everyone from 66 who was lucky enough to 

go had an amazing time and the others who 

couldn't make it work are enjoying our 

stories. Mintie and Riffle, our laterals, are 

doing great and I think they are looking 
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forward to their benchmarks so they can go 

see the rest of the district. Our newest 

driver who took over the legendary Claw’s 

spot, Henebry, has been a great addition to 

our crew. He's just about finished with the 

yard he told his wife would be done at the 

beginning of summer! Schmidt finished his 

final benchmark and had his first fire so he's 

riding a high. I'm sure he is looking forward 

to having his trial service end as well! Big 

Camp may have messed his beautiful face 

up but it will heal with time. If you haven't 

seen the pictures it's worth trying to track 

them down! Picture Tompkins after the 

union golf tourney but worse. Zach 

Goodman passed his first paramedic 

benchmark and will be heading off to 65. 

He will be missed and hopefully he will 

make his way back down. Mills is, as 

always, hard at work... I'm not always sure 

which job it's for but he's definitely working 

hard! VanMeter is busy keeping her crew in 

line when she has time to be at work. 

Between her new country lifestyle and all 

her vacations she seems to only work as 

little as possible which suits her pretty 

well.  - Nowak 

STATION 67: Beaverton has been keeping 

busy as usual. We spent most of the 

summer running calls at the Beaverton 

Transit Center……wait…..no we didn’t. 

Thanks 65’s! We love you. The summer was 

spent getting ready for the Tiller to be put 

in service. Thanks to all of you that worked 

so hard to get us this. We’ve been running 

out of it for a little over a month now, and it 

is awesome! Most of the station is either 

currently hunting or getting ready to hunt. 

The rest of us are working their OT.  

A Shift - It’s been a fun summer of BBQs, 

families in the station, and vacations all 

over the country, including Shon’s trip with 

the 50 other of you to New York.  Shon had 

lots of amazing photos, videos, and 

stories.  To all of you that went, thank you 

for representing TVF&R, and Shon, thanks 

for representing 67 A in the Big Apple!  The 

other big late summer/fall activity for the 

station is hunting.  Chris West went on a 

beautiful 80 mile hike in Colorado only to 

have two “ninja elk” dodge his 

arrows.  Dan Starr is still waiting for his big 

hunting trip, so if you are first at the station 

in the morning, expect Dan to be hiding 

somewhere in the bushes with camouflage 

waiting to pounce. Kraig and Ryan were in 

a large hunting group together and had one 

of the best years in a long time!  Congrats 

guys, we look forward to shift freezers 

packed with elk! With half our crew gone 

all summer and fall, we have enjoyed seeing 

all of the floaters, traders, and especially the 

ice cream wielding over timers!  We’ve even 

seen quite a bit of creativity from D2 and 

Newberg overtime treats…  Matt and Ryan 

continue to work hard on their hose 

projects, Shon and Chris continue to fix up 

cars and motorcycles, Ty continues to label 

everything in the station, and Paul and Dan 

continue to find new and exciting ways to 

push Kraig's button. Chief Steiner has been 

keeping busy at the tattoo parlor and if you 

can’t find him there he’s most likely at an 

underground Norwegian death metal 

concert. That all sounds about par for 

course and we are enjoying every shift.   

B Shift - Lots of movement has gone on 

since the last first in. Dan Livengood has 

moved on to greener pastures for him. He is 
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now doing what he has dreamt about since 

he hit puberty. He is working on the 

transporting Medic in Newberg.  On the 

other hand it feels like he hasn’t left because 

he still has two lockers her at 67’s. Sorry to 

see you go Dan but could you come get 

your stuff so other guys can have a locker. 

Casey Savage has departed after spending 

10 yrs at the big house to become a driver 

and reunite with the kinder gentler Jeff 

Wood for the time being. Thanks for your 

hard work guys, B shift isn’t the same 

without you. Ryan Stenhouse finished his 

probation and decided he wanted to train 

new guys so he moved on to E92. B shift 

became a little paler when he left. We have 

had some additions as well. We welcomed 

Frank Adams back and it’s like he never 

left. Frank has been leading from the front 

and passing on his knowledge which has 

been helpful with all the new faces around 

67’s. We welcome Dex Kindel from WCD2. 

Dex has been fitting in nicely but he is 

probably wondering what he has gotten 

himself into. Going from 2-3 guys on shift to 

having 9-11 guys.  Then there is Lacheney 

or Kenny as we like to call him. The 

workouts have definitely intensified with 

Kenny here.  We just have to keep 

reminding him to put his shirt back on 

because he is putting everyone else to 

shame. Welcome guys it’s good to have 

you.  Then there are the rest of the guys. 

Todd is still tan and keeps talking about his 

boat and pool, which no one else has seen. 

He keeps saying he’s going to have 

everyone over for a pool day but I think 

he’s embarrassed by his crew.  Bender 

bought a house in sandy so he is no longer a 

renter. He also bought a house in Wisconsin 

to flip and is trying to become the next 

Wally. Scott White and Jeremiah Moffitt, or 

the Bob’s as we like to call them, are on 

their way back from Germany were they 

drank way too much bier and ate too much 

Wurst. Billy Starr sold his house in Oregon 

City and is building a house in Welches. 

They are living with his in-laws so he is 

working as much OT as he can. There is a 

collection going around 67’s to have his 

house finished sooner so he will not be as 

grumpy and any money left over will be 

used for speech therapy after his braces 

have been tightened.  Other than that there 

isn’t much to report. Hope everyone had a 

safe summer.  

C Shift - We had a great summer here on C 

Shift. We probably only had a handful of 

shifts together. The Leech family went on a 

month long trailer trip through several 

states. They got an ant infestation while at 

Lake Shasta. It sounded fun. Matt just 

dropped his youngest daughter off a U of O 

the other day and they had their 24th 

anniversary the other day. He’s pretty old. 

Pimentel has worked about 4-5 full shifts 

with us in the last 8 months. He was on the 

car so long he usually takes half a shift off 

every shift. His new name is officially 

“Night Rider”. With all these half shifts off, 

he’s either out on his boat or at kids 

sporting events. Schurter is living the trailer 

life in Salem while he renovates his house to 

sell. Yes it’s as magical as it sounds. Gillies 

spent his first full summer as a daddy. He 

just got back from Cycle Kennedy the other 

day. He said the rides get shorter and the 

brewery stops are more frequent then they 

used to be. Otto has been wrangling his kids 

all summer with frequent Lake Merwin 

trips. Ledson and Tarabachia left us to go to 
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Newberg? Yeah. Big Dave is still on light 

duty, but is healing up well. He said they 

had him “doing computer and EMS stuff” 

initially. That didn’t last long. Hurry up and 

get back Big Guy! Cone’s summer has been 

super cool. He painted his house and then 

his water service line broke. Then he came 

home and was asked the question “why is 

there no hot water?” So he’s been working 

OT and getting ready to get married in 

Mexico in Feb. Chief Cooper has officially 

turned his retirement paperwork in! He’s 

been busy this summer building cabins and 

traveling. We’re sure going to miss him 

around here. We love seeing new faces 

around here so pick up a shift and come on 

over. There is always something going on.    

- Cone 

 

STATION 68: Greetings from North 

Beaverton! The most common question 

asked among floaters, overtimers and 

ODL’s that swing by on their days off is, 

“So, what happened to the old station 68?”   

Well, it goes like this; the old station was 

listed in January 2016 for $549,950. A week 

later it sold for $617,000. For you math 

enthusiasts, that’s $67,050 over asking price. 

It was advertised as possible development 

property and that is all we know. 

 

The SECOND most common question is, 

“So, when are you guys getting a truck?” 

The latest intel is that the next tiller should 

arrive to the district in December. Rumors 

are floating around that there will be a tiller 

class in November… The word from 67’s is 

that they are super excited with the first 

truck so far and that the shops did an 

exceptional job setting up the first tiller.  At 

this time, 68’s is rumored to be a swing unit, 

like 56’s, and will respond in the Engine for 

calls that land deep in the north and 

northeast of our first due. 

The THIRD most common questions, “So, 

when is Morey gonna retire?” By this time 

next year, Mike plans on being the most 

senior guy in the district, unless O’Grady is 

still here.  Some days he says, “About four 

years more.” Some days he says, “Well I got 

about 15 more to match Lucas.” Other days 

it’s a short chuckle with, “I don’t know, but 

it’s a good feeling to be in my spot.”  

Congratulations on hitting your 30th year 

Mike! 

The FOURTH most common question, “So, 

what is up with Mallison?  No one ever 

see’s the guy anymore!” Walker has been 

hanging out these days at the Columbia 

Edgewater Yacht Club.  He claims this is for 

his daughter Isla to swim in a nice, clean 

pool, but we think there is more to the 

story...  Hit him up for a guest pass and you 

might find out.  Our best guess is that he 

rolled to the club interview rocking his 

super skinny yellow banana pants and was 

totally in. Yep. Walker also put a sweet 

ladder rack on his fully-loaded Tacoma, so 

if you need help hauling anything over 16 

feet in length, he’s your man.   

A few other folks to talk about:  Ben 

Oberhelman is next up on the LT list which 

sadly means he will be history to us in only 

a matter of time.  He has spent most of the 

summer painting doll houses and tree forts 

at all of the Chief’s houses around the 

district.  Jenny and Tom Pelster experienced 

a mega road trip with their FOUR BOYS 

this summer. They drove all the way to the 

four corners of Utah, Colorado, Arizona and 
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New Mexico in a fully-loaded 24 year old 

Suburban. Everyone survived, including the 

Suburban. John Merrick has been doing an 

awesome job on his probation as a lateral 

and will most likely rotate out in a few 

months. Since he’s a Paramedic, we wish 

him well on a Medic unit. 

The station welcomed the esteemed and all-

electric Peter O’Connell this month which 

made A-Shift complete again after Ryan 

Riffle moved along to his next stop on 

probation. Good luck Ryan! On C-shift, 

Chad Eason bid farewell to Tigard after a 19 

year run with his Tech buddies. He 

expected the new LT gig to come with a 

prized spot at Sleepless Nights in the KC, 

but as it worked out, he was very fortunate 

to land in North Bethany with a sweet new 

truck on the way and a great crew. 

Speaking of which, Justin Tishendorf and 

Kevin Bebb also both moved up North from 

67’s to change up their lives. Both are on the 

drivers list and can be found making deals 

with Tom Pelster each morning for drive 

time. Bebb and his wife Bianca just had their 

second child, and this time, his name is not 

tied in any way to the Station Captain, 

despite inputs from his friends to just finish 

the job and name his new son Mallison. 

Tishendorf went on a month-long road trip 

with his family this summer and pictures of 

the adventure are rumored to be on the 

interwebs… Something about a floatie, 

Leechemo, tight swim shorts and tattooed 

bodies. At least, that’s what the rumor is. 

Travis Gripp just sold one of his houses in 

Aloha and then immediately turned around 

and went off to Burning Man. 

Unfortunately; he never made it back to 

work to tell ANY cool stories because he 

darted off to Europe for a month with his 

girlfriend. Best of luck Travis, with all of 

that, and please bring pictures! No 

seriously, it’s not about you. Bring pictures. 

By the way… Gripp and Morey boast to be 

the Officer/Engineer duo with THE BEST 

side burns in the district. Who knows, 

maybe it’s true? (I don’t know though, who 

drives for Aaron Gregg??? :) Jesse 

Fitzpatrick is still passionate about many 

things, especially when arguing with Bebb 

during shift change and logging an hour or 

two of ODL. He’s also become a station 

celebrity after he was named in a faux 

Oregonian piece as The Worst Card Player 

Ever by the Metro Area Card Dealer’s 

Association. Yep, and as reported, the 

tragedy surrounding all of this is that he 

truly sees himself as a real player. Such is 

life. (Special thanks to our station guest, Joe 

Rogerson, who also has sweet side burns, 

for writing Jesse’s roast and posting it 

around the station. Lots of laughs bro.) Stay 

safe and see you the next time you are in the 

North! - Eason 

STATION 69: Shout out from DW69! First 

things first, congratulations to Cooter on his 

promotion to Lt. and movin' on to 60's. 

TMZ had an emotional article about the 

breakup of him and Captain Mills after 10 

long years. Don't worry Cooter, we still 

have TV land playing in the morning and 

Mills has banned color TV!  

 

The deconstruction is underway at 69 and 

they are currently working on the roots, 

retaining wall and reinforcement. We are 

still slated for completion next summer as 

of now.  
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A shift - Well since we arrived to our new 

plot of land, Heydon has adopted a 39 year 

old miniature horse next door, seriously. In 

turn, it has now been named DJ (Darin Jr). 

This summer when he hasn't been riding his 

miniature horse, he's been fishing 

successfully on the Columbia. Kendrick is 

about to have his 3rd kid and we're pretty 

sure he's spawning a team of snipers. Zane 

has now joined team 69, worked 1 shift and 

decided to become a reality TV star on 

American Pickers. As for Mills, he's been 

working non-stop to put his daughters 

through school. 

 

B shift - Burton our diplomat has been all 

over the state rep'n many departments this 

summer to make sure they're taken care of. 

He was able to fit some vacations in there at 

the beach and Vegas. Maurer has been busy 

going to video game conventions, riding his 

electric skateboard and applying for 

detective jobs (We keep telling him he's 

only qualified to be a crossing guard). 

Coplin has yet to win a card game since 

starting for TVF&R. Johnson has just given 

up on the hopes of sleep at home with his 

son, and an added jealousy of Maurer's lack 

of responsibility and skateboard. 

 

C shift - Napoli's been busy watching his 

son's play football this fall in between his 

monthly trips to Vegas. Ol' Rick has been 

gearin up for hunting season to grab 

another bull. Siemon has been training his 

son to be a future Olympian wrestler these 

days and Reed is gearing up for ski season.  

 

Rest assured, we're still here to help get 

your days off and keep your wallets full!      

- Johnson 

STATION 70: NO REPORT! 

KELLY CREWS: Kelly A1 would like to 

thank everyone for the hospitality when we 

visit your station. We especially like 

brewing your house fund coffee ALL DAY 

when we work at your house (we don't 

drink it, we just like the smell). Just kidding! 

We are all very busy in our outside 

endeavors.  Wiens is flying - not like "flying 

off the handle", or moving quickly but 

literally flying a plane!  He recently passed 

his written test and is preparing to solo 

soon. He watches videos about planes 

crashing which seems strange to me - but 

whatever he has to do to get his head in the 

game. Gallop is building his financial 

empire by acquiring homes to convert to 

slums in the rental market.  Only problem is 

he fixes them up really nice, stops by to take 

care of the maintenance, treats the tenants 

nicely, and charges a rent that is below 

market value.  I'm sure it will work out long 

term.  Muravez, AKA Nice Guy Joe, has left 

the farming life and has moved to the 

metropolis of Sherwood. This while also 

recently adding a new addition to the 

family. This required that he give up his 

flock of chickens but they found a sub-

adequate home where they get daily flying 

lessons, and cake on their birthday. We all 

thought we had ruined Joe and taken away 

his positive attitude, but it turns out he only 

led us to believe that in an effort to be, well, 

nice. I (Sager) am knee deep in the project 

affectionately known as the "money pit" or 

"beach house" depending on my attitude.  

The good news is that I have a pool of well 

qualified laborers that I can leverage with 

either discipline or poor evals - which 

actually seems to be working at this point.  I 
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find it best to schedule a day for them to 

help me, and then I make appointments 

with contractors and subs while they do the 

dirty work.  It's ok though because I am pro 

Union and they love me. In all seriousness, 

we have a great crew of hardworking, 

competent firefighters and we look forward 

to working at your station soon.  Please let 

us know if there is anything we can do 

different when we come through to make 

life better. Take Care and Stay Safe. - Sager 

 
Kelly 1 (B & C Shift): Lots of new things 

seem to be happening with Kelly B and C. B 

shift is getting ready to welcome back 

Tammy from family leave after having their 

son, Stetson. Welcome back, but 

unfortunately we have to say so long to 

Chris Hendryx. He will be missed. 

‘Ko” (That’s what he likes to be called) is 

our lateral from Meridian, Idaho and 

getting ready to take his final benchmark in 

early October. Thank you to Krissy and her 

husband Jake, who shared a get together at 

their farm with Kelly B and C. Riding the 

horse was a big hit for the kids. Well, let’s 

face it…It was a big hit with the adults too, 

and no injuries or falls! Scott and Chris 

joined Bret,  

Ahren and Larry for a trek up South Sister 

recently (seemed like a good idea at the 

time) as they tackled the 3rd highest 

mountain in Oregon. Lots of nice views and 

sore legs but it was worth it.  

Congratulations to Phil Duncan, our lateral 

from Cornelius and his wife as they just 

bought a house in Forest Grove. He said he 

wanted to be in the “middle of our district” 

once we’re through expanding (no he 

didn’t). 

Phil also has a final benchmark coming up 

and he’s been studying hard. Ahren still 

isn’t married yet but he did buy the ring 

and the date is…well, he’ll tell you. Larry 

and his wife, KC just celebrated their 10 

year anniversary and with a recent remodel, 

plan on staying in “Sherloha” for a long 

time (until it becomes the new King City). 

As for the rotations, both teams picked up 

another station with the District’s 

expansion. We picked up North Plains and 

Kelly Team 2 picked up Newberg. We are 

rotating into those stations once a month, as 

where the other stations you will see each 

team every two months. I know, it’s 

difficult to follow. The important thing is 

we’re trying to leave each station a little 

better than we found it and will leave a 

“Pass on list” from each shift on the dry 

erase board. If you have a Kelly Day coming 

up at your station, don’t hesitate to send an 

e-mail stating new developments, road 

construction or other pertinent information. 

It is always appreciated. That’s it. Enjoy 

your Kelly Day because we’ve got you 

covered! 

Congratulations to Bret and his wife Demi 

on 34 years of marriage. Bret also recently 

completed his commercial pilot’s license 
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and can now fly paying customers up in 

balloons. 

- O’Keefe 

 

CORNELIUS: Did you know… Ila 

Borders is the first woman to receive a full 

ride scholarship to play men’s Division II 

collegiate baseball? Did you know that she 

played 4 years at SCC? Did you know that 

she was the first woman to play men’s 

professional baseball? Did you know that 

she played 4 years in AA? 

Did you also know that Ila was the first 

woman to pitch and get a win in men’s 

professional baseball and that she was 

inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 

Cooperstown by Nolan Ryan? 

While we’re asking, did you know that she 

was inducted into the Shrine of Eternals 

Baseball Reliquary? Pretty impressive right?  

Well how about this… Ila has been in the 

fire service for 10 years (6 of those as a 

paramedic) and she is working at Cornelius 

Fire after moving here from the Phoenix FD.    

Some of you may have seen something in 

the press recently about her book that will 

be coming out soon and we thought it is 

worth telling everyone about it.  

Ila’s memoir comes out March 1, 2017 in 

hardback and eBooks. Pre-orders are 

available now on Amazon, but the cover of 

the book won’t be on the Amazon site until 

mid-November. This is what it will look 

like: 

 

A pretty incredible story and definitely 

worth a read, whether you are a baseball 

fan or not.  
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LETTERS TO THE 

EDITOR: 

Telestaff Need To Knows – 

Thank you for taking time to 

review. 

First, thank you to everyone for your 

patience following the required launch of 

the new Workforce Telestaff in February.  

To say the least, I know everyone 

experienced various challenges over the last 

seven months.  We have resolved many of 

these issues, but realize there are still some 

identified problems that are being worked 

on by the software engineers. 

With that said, I would like to send out a 

few reminders that should make your life 

easier as well as those of us at Station 69: 

1.  Please remember to rely on the 
Company Officer’s to perform the 
Telestaff duties that are expected of 
them.  These include: 

a. Editing work codes 
b. Entering leave 
c. Switching personnel 
d. Off-rostering overtime 
e. Filling by person 
f. Adding notes to entries 

as necessary 
g. Contacting 69’s to notify 

of short notice leave 
 

2. Enter trades from the roster view 
and enter only one day at a time.  It 
seems when mistakes are made, it’s 
often when someone is entering 
from the calendar view and/or 
multiple days at once. 

 

3. Add notes to all trade entries. 
 

4. When entering short notice leave, 
remember to contact the station 
you’re scheduled to work at.  If they 
cannot be reached, contact Station 
69.  Lastly, contact C6 if you have 
not reached any of the others.  This 
includes Relief personnel contacting 
the station they are scheduled to 
work at. 
 

5. When deciding whether to use 
vacation or personal leave, please 
decide if you are absolutely going to 
need the day off.  If you enter 
vacation and later change it to 
personal leave and are requiring 
having the position order backed for 
if necessary, please just choose 
personal leave to start with.  Making 
changes late in the process often 
ends up putting our members in a 
bad position as these shifts can end 
up in late notice order backs. 
 

6. When using Telestaff either on the 
desktop or your phone during the 
11:00 a.m. calling period, be aware 
that the system is performing large 
amount of functions and will result 
in the system running slowly.  
During this time period, you may 
need to wait for an extended time to 
get a response from Telestaff. I.e. 
when accepting or rejecting shifts. 
 

7. Become familiar or re-visit SOG 
5.2.1.  There is a great deal of 
information that everyone should 
know. 
 

8. Finally, please be conscious about 
Station 69’s Telestaff down time.  We 
are always here to help for 
immediate concerns, however we 
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appreciate limiting phone calls 
during the following time periods: 
a. 11:30 - 14:30 (**except for same 

day or next day vacancies) 
b. 17:00 – 19:00 (**except for same 

day or next day vacancies) 
 

- Mills 
 

 

Doing the right thing. 

Our Firemedic rode in to the hospital with 

the ambulance...now what? 

Often times our members are unsure of 

what to do as far as in service or out of 

service on the MDC. We have recently 

changed our agreed upon process with 

management.  

We are now to stay "in service" on the MDT, 

but we must request the next closest fire 

unit to respond with us. This is done so 

CAD will send the closest unit (even if 

understaffed for a time) and not miss us. 

Company officers can assess the situation, 

once on scene, and cancel the additional 

resource if needed. Please ensure that we 

are asking for an additional fire resource if 

we are under 4 person staffing. This is done 

to ensure we reinforce the need for proper 

staffing levels and we do not attempt to 

serve the public with an understaffed unit. 

Feel free to direct any questions to an E-

board member. 

96 hours, so what if I don't? 

Many of our members have been asking, 

"What happens to members who don't keep 

up their end of the bargain by working 96 

hours?" Recently, management approached 

Local leadership on this very topic. While 

last year members may have received a 

"pass", for the most part, this year will be 

different. Members who do not achieve 

their 96 hours of overtime by December 15, 

2016 will be issued a notice of possible 

discipline, investigated, and disciplined if 

warranted. Discipline may include all or 

some of the following: 

- Denial of Kelly day until the 96 

hours have been fulfilled 

- Denial of special privileges (no trade 

time for a period of time) 

- First up to be ordered back for the 

summer, until balance of 96 hours in 

achieved 

- Some other form of discipline to be 

determined. 

It is important for our members to recognize 

that we are only as strong as our weakest 

link, and we cannot have members not 

uphold our end of the bargain. All this does, 

is provide ammunition to management to 

justify placing controls on our ability to take 

time off in the future. We value the joint 

agreement we have, let’s not a let a few 

members jeopardize this for us. - Rocky 

 

Don’t Suffer In Silence 

All of us started our fire careers at various 

points in our lives. Some right out of high 

school, some after college, and others after 

working jobs in other fields. I started mine 

in 2005 as a volunteer in Upstate New York 

after going to college and working various 

jobs. Obviously as a volunteer, I continued 

to work full time, even owning my own 
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business at one point. I can remember the 

excitement of getting off from work and 

waiting for the tones to go off so I could hop 

on the engine and go do the job I really 

enjoyed. So many awesome things 

happened during that time. And as I have 

made my way through my career up to and 

including my time here at TVF&R, I’ve 

taken part in so many exciting experiences. 

Most of them have been positive, however, 

as we know, with the good comes the bad. 

I can remember my first fatality. It actually 

happened during my first working house 

fire. It was a double fatality involving a 

male teenage baby sitter and a 3 year old 

boy. I made entry up a bravo side ladder to 

the second floor bedroom window. My 

partner and I were ordered to search the 

bedroom and look for extension. I climbed 

in and out of that window at least 3 times 

before my partner finally noticed that I had 

been stepping on a naked, burnt up body, 

facing down. That was the body of that 3 

year old. While that image has never left my 

mind, the thing that still haunts me was the 

sound of the parents arriving home outside, 

hearing the tragic news that their 3-year-old 

son had perished due to their older son 

playing with a lighter. I can remember the 

screams vividly.  

Since that time I’ve experienced countless 

scenes that were horrific. For the most part, 

I felt like they only effected me for a brief 

period of time after each event. What I 

didn’t realize up until recently, is that all of 

these events have had a cumulative effect 

on me. The effects have not been good. 

As many of you know, and many of you 

may not, I’ve had some serious struggles in 

my life over the past several years. Both 

professionally and personally I’ve 

conducted myself in a manner that has 

affected my life adversely. I was acting in a 

way that pushed others away from me. My 

co-workers turned away, my family turned 

away….I was acting like a complete asshole. 

I was an angry, defensive dick.  It took a 

divorce from my ex-wife to finally wake me 

up and look for some help. 

I reached out to a counselor and started to 

open up. I learned a lot about myself. I 

realized that by talking to someone I was 

able to release much of the anger I had built 

up inside of me.  I still didn’t know where it 

all came from though. I felt like I was 

making some positive strides in my life 

however. I met the love of my life, realizing 

that all things happen for a reason. I was 

able to let go of some of the bitterness I had 

from negative events that frankly I caused 

myself. I realized that it wasn’t everyone 

else who had a problem, it was me. 

My wife, Cyndi, and I started going to 

couples counseling before we even got 

married. We did this because were 

combining 2 families, each of us bringing 

our own parenting style. This was 

important to us so that we could build a 

strong foundation for the rest of our lives 

together.  Not long into our marriage we 

both noticed that things, once again, did not 

seem right with me. I was moody, having 

nightmares, becoming defensive, and 

keeping to myself, and literally crying over 

the smallest things. The worst part was that 

I was actually having suicidal thoughts. 

What the hell was happening? 
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Our counselor referred me to a professional 

psychiatrist for some more help. After a 

couple visits with him he discovered that a 

recent string of bad shit that happened at 

work, mainly the death of a couple of 

children, triggered those negative emotions 

that had built up over a period of almost 20 

years. He asked about my experiences on 

the job. So many emotions were stirred up. 

He diagnosed me with PTSD. One thing I 

learned is that PTSD masks other 

psychological and mental illnesses. It turns 

out that I was also diagnosed with sleep 

deprivation and even a mild case of Bi-

Polar. This scared the hell out of me. My 

psychiatrist recommended I continue 

counseling and that I start taking 

medications that would level out my 

moodiness and to “make me happier”.  At 

first I was resistant to the idea but 

eventually gave it a try. It took several 

months for the meds to take effect, but 

eventually there was a noticeable difference 

in my attitude. I became less irritable, more 

even keeled, and quite frankly, (according 

to others), less of a dick. I was getting good 

nights sleep for the most part. While the 

meds helped a great deal, I was still 

suffering with the occasional nightmare and 

irritability.  Consistent exercise also played 

a huge factor in making me feel better. 

Continued counseling helped me realize 

that talking about things was the best 

medication available. At first, even opening 

up to the ones closest to me was difficult. I 

didn’t want to talk about my issues. I have 

always been a strong willed, independent 

person who was able to take care of things 

by myself. With the help of Cyndi I was 

slowly able to tell the ones closest to me of 

my diagnoses. The biggest hurdle for me 

was telling anybody that I worked with. 

Honestly, I felt embarrassed, humiliated, 

and sometimes less of a man because of my 

condition. The stigma we carry as 

firefighters made me feel like I would be 

perceived as weak if a coworker found out 

about my condition.  

I finally got the courage to talk to my crew 

about what was happening with me. While 

I was scared to death of how people would 

react, I was surprised at the reaction I 

received. My crew was super supportive 

and in fact, the conversation opened up a 

whole level of dialogue that we had never 

experienced with each other. My fellow 

crew members actually pulled me aside 

individually later in the shift and thanked 

me for opening up. They each told me a 

little bit about what was happening to them 

and in their minds. It was comforting to 

know that I had support and that I was now 

a sounding board for others.  

I began to open up to others, each time 

releasing more stress that was built up in 

my brain. I will tell you, unfortunately, that 

there have been a couple of individuals who 

did not react the way I had hoped, and in 

fact exploited my condition, even using it 

against me in a passive aggressive manner. I 

discounted this as a lack of knowledge by 

these individuals and didn’t let it interfere 

with my mission to talk to others, which I 

realized was the biggest form of therapy I 

could receive. 

I recently attended the IAFF Convention in 

Las Vegas where there was a huge push on 

the realities on PTSD in the fire service. 

IAFF Leaders discussed the release of a 
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White Paper written about the effects of 

PTSD in our profession and the staggering 

suicide rate caused by this disease. Nearly 

50 percent of fire service personnel who 

were polled had experienced suicidal 

thoughts at some point in their career. 

Many of those actually developed a plan. 

Suicide is now one of the top causes of 

death in our profession. This is 

unacceptable. With the increased number of 

Veterans who have turned to the fire service 

as a career, unfortunately, these numbers 

are not likely to decrease without some 

serious interventions.  The IAFF revealed 

the development of a mental health facility 

being built in Maryland designed strictly 

for firefighters suffering from illnesses such 

as PTSD. It is estimated that there will be at 

least a 6 month waiting period to even get 

into the facility once opened. This shows the 

seriousness of this problem in our 

profession.  

Many of you may have seen the segments 

our local TV news stations put together 

regarding PTSD in the fire service. I had the 

opportunity to be interviewed and tell my 

story. I was also able to release publicly, 

some of the unfortunate statistics that were 

revealed in the IAFF white paper. There 

was no turning back now. I went on TV and 

admitted to everyone what was happening 

to me. I was so relieved to be able to get this 

off my chest. While it’s still difficult to talk 

about (as some of you have witnessed), I 

feel it’s important. I want you all to know 

that it’s ok to let people know if you’re 

suffering from things in your life and in 

your job. Don’t suffer in silence. Open up. 

You’d be surprised at the number of people 

who have approached me since my news 

segment revealing that they too have been 

diagnosed with PTSD. TVF&R and Local 

1660 have a Wellness committee that is 

designed to help our members with issues, 

including mental health problems. We have 

peer support counselors and a professional 

counselor, Bill King, who are there 

whenever you need them.  We also have the 

EAP program designed to hook you up 

with a professional that deals with these 

types of issues. If you are suffering at all, 

please don’t hesitate to reach out to any of 

these resources, including myself, and one 

of us can direct you in the right direction. 

Additionally, my phone is always on. I’m 

always available to listen and/or direct you 

to someone who may be able to help.  I am 

going to continue to work with Bill King, 

our Wellness committee, and our 

administration to raise awareness of PTSD 

and hopefully provide more resources for 

our members.  

Again, please don’t suffer in silence. When 

you’re sitting at the dinner table in your 

stations, just know that there is a good 

chance somebody is having or has had 

some very horrific thoughts. Let’s all help 

each other and prevent someone from our 

family becoming one of those statistics.        

- Tompkins 

 

NYC Recap 

It is hard for me to put into words what 
each of us experienced on our trip to NYC 
for the 15 year anniversary of the September 
11 attacks. Each one of us that were 
fortunate enough to take part in this trip 
will have memories that will last us a 
lifetime. Many of us had never been to New 
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York before and didn’t know what to 
expect, some of us had some preconceived 
notions of what we might experience, but I 
think all of us were touched in some way by 
a story or an interaction with someone we 
met over there.  
15 years after that first plane flew into the 
World Trade Center, the feelings and 
emotions of that day are still strong in many 
of the New Yorkers we met. For me, there 
are a few encounters that will stick with me 
for years.  
 
We were fortunate enough to run into two 
union leaders who represent the Law 
Enforcement Division of the City 
Employees Union (Teamsters Local 237). 
We just happened to walk into the same bar 
at the same time and we got talking to 
them. Turns out they were both retired 
NYPD officers who were on duty the day of 
the attacks. They talked about some of the 
stuff that happened that day and what they 
experienced. It was a very humbling 
experience to sit and listen to these guys 
talk about their day and some of the crazy 
stuff that didn’t make the news.  

 
 
On 9/11 we spent some time at the 
memorial near Station 10 (located right 
across the street from the towers). We were 
able to stand with some of the FDNY guys 
as part of a salute while they struck the bell 
to signify when the planes hit the buildings 
and when the towers came down. Standing 

next to the guys who had lost members 
from their own firehouses was pretty 
emotional.  
 
After attending the dedication of a 
memorial at the FDNY Museum we were 
invited to a bar nearby by one of the FDNY 
honor guard members. While in that bar we 
met a retired tillerman from Ladder 5 
Engine 24, Battalion 2 who had retired out 
due to PTSD after losing 11 members from 
his firehouse on September 11 and 5 other 
members at 2 subsequent fires after that.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It really is hard to put these experiences 
down on paper and do them justice, I am 
sure if you have folks in your station that 
went on this trip, they are telling you all 
about their own experiences. Some of the 
others experiences are included below, but 
again, the stories are much better when you 
can hear them in person.  
 
“Going to New York to be a part of the 15th 

anniversary of 9/11 was eye opening to how 

much this event has affected and shaped the city 

and the fire service.  As you can expect this is a 

heavy time of year for not only FDNY but the 

city of New York, all over the city for days on 

end there are ceremonies taking place in 

remembrance of the 343 firefighters and other 

emergency workers that laid down their lives. 

While it is a sad time of year that brings up 

painful memories for many, FDNY has created a 
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culture that celebrates life and the brother/sister 

hood of the fire service. Many of us had the 

opportunity to visit several fire houses and chat 

with the crews that work there. For myself one 

visit stood out to me. We visited house 237 they 

welcomed us in and showed us around, they 

chatted with us about the fire service and offered 

us everything from coffee to sandwiches, they 

constantly checked to see if we needed anything. 

By the end of our visit they had offered to have 

us back for breakfast or lunch the next day 

saying that they would tell the next crew to buy 

enough food to take care of us if we were able to 

make it. During this entire trip there was no 

lack of this type of comradery and fellowship, 

every place we went, we were welcomed with 

open arms and hospitality. I know that the spirit 

of this trip will stay with me and all of us that 

went, and I hope that we can continue to spread 

the culture that FDNY has created throughout 

our department and the fire service. This trip 

was an amazing and humbling experience that I 

will remember forever. “    -Tim Beckman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“My grandfather’s old firehouse in Red Hook, 

Brooklyn.  While we were there, we just so 

happened to run into a 90 y/o man that used to 

work at the station. He worked there with my 

grandfather for many years and knew him very 

well.  This was a crazy and unforgettable 

experience.” -Jimmy Loverro 

For me, it was incredible to see the resiliency of 

New Yorkers and especially the FDNY 

firefighters. The way they rebuilt and have 

rebounded gave me such a sense of peace and 

inspiration. The comradery with all the other fire 

department personnel that we interacted with 

was also unforgettable. I am truly humbled by 

this experience and it’s one I will carry with me 

forever. - Stephanie McKee 

“The Experience in New York City with my 

brothers and sisters is a memory of a life time.  I 

can't imagine spending those moments during 

that time of the year with anyone else.  What an 

amazing city with amazing people! Thank you 

Lee and Ryan for putting that together.” –

Travis Kanoff 

 

“Like the others in attendance, there were many 

moments to reflect on.  I think all of us will say 

that the thing they learned the most was that the 

fire service is a brotherhood like no other.   I 

know each and every single one of us met some 

members of the FDNY that made a significant 

impact on us.  The thing I learn each time I am 

there is they take care of their own.  I see this 

same brotherhood wherever I go weather it’s in 

Florida, NY, California, Texas, Arizona etc. 

etc.  I see the same thing in Portland and other 

departments around this state too.  It’s a great 

reminder that everyone has something to bring 

to the table.  We all can’t be great at everything 

we do but we all have something great we do.  I 

look forward to going back and hopefully the 

others plan on going as well.  “- Steve Fisher 

“Here is my story from New York!  A few of us 

went exploring out to Staten Island and got a 

little lost too far out into neighborhoods on the 
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island.  We got off the train where we thought 

there were some restaurants and a beach!  We 

didn't find the nicest looking neighborhood, 

when everyone we asked for directions to a good 

restaurant said "what the @#$% you guys 

doing out here?" we decided to get right back on 

the train back to the city.   Funny we got that 

same response when we ended up meeting a 

retired FDNY Lt. from E-217.  We asked him 

what he would do and he laughed and said get 

the #$%& back to the city!  It was really 

interesting talking to him about his Engine 

Company and his family.  He had 2 sons 

working firefighters at FDNY and every year 

that had a routine of taking the train in from 

Jersey to go to the memorial mass at St.  

Patrick’s, then meet up with his sons, stay in the 

city and go to the memorial in the morning of 

9/11.  We were amazed as he was so very 

interested in where we came from and so 

impressed that we had such a large contingent to 

just offer support to him and his family of 

firefighters.  He was so gracious to ask us to 

stand at attention with him and his E-217 on 

the morning of 9/11 at 0830.  He gave us all 

kinds of details, just so excited we were there for 

him, even as he told us how hard that day was 

for him.  We were unfortunately not able to 

stand exactly with his engine company that 

morning, but it was very moving to stand at 

attention in that area of Station 10 for each of 

the Bells that rang at the exact time of each of 

the parts of that tragic day.  It is a feeling that as 

we continue to say I will "Never Forget"-Matt 

Mariani 

 

“I had a chance to spend an hour or so 

conversing with a crew who was detailed to E54 

and L4 during our trip to New York due to the 

increased activity for that House.  It was a great 

experience being able to stand in a Firehouse 

known as “The Pride of Midtown.”  I remember 

having a conversation with a newer Firefighter 

“Dan” and he mentioned this particular station 

lost a lot of Firefighters during 9/11. I 

eventually noticed the wall of photos in the bay 

and it was hard to hold back the tears as I looked 

up at the Memorial wall.  I believe there were 15 

photos that I saw and I felt honored to be 

standing before them for the sacrifice they made 

in their efforts to save others.  I’m grateful for 

being able to have this and many other humbling 

experiences during our trip to New York to 

honor the 9/11 victims. “-Travis Smith 

 

Respecting the sacrifice 

At the time this newsletter goes to press, 

brothers Wolff and Kindel are heading back 

from a memorial service for Lt. Christopher 

Leach and Senior Firefighter Jerry Fickes 

who lost their lives at a fire in Wilmington, 

Delaware last week. The email I got from 

brother Wolff said that the service was 

“monumental” and that he was “very 

proud and honored to be able to represent 

1660.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to be added to a list for 

contact when we plan to send 

representatives of our local to any LODD 
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memorial service, please let me know and I 

can give you more details. The plan is to 

create a list of folks who would be willing to 

travel and attend these memorials as a 

representative of Local 1660. - Trotter 

 
Engineers Corner 

Determining Fire Flow for initial fire attack 

– It’s not just for Engineers 

In my last article I explained why it was a 

bad idea to have 1500 gpm single stage 

pumps, as most of our fires require less than 

500 gpm to extinguish.  This raised some 

questions on fire flow calculations.  There 

are a number of calculations out there but a 

popular and simple one is from the 

National Fire Academy (NFA).  It describes 

needed fire flow as such: 

ff = sqft / 3 * i% 

ff = fire flow 

sqft = square feet (length * width) 

i% = involved percentage (used when 

looking at the exterior of the building and 

using its sqft and estimating the % 

involvement of the floor) 

Now this can be used on the entire 

structure, or a room in the structure.  Say 

you’re tapped on a kitchen fire in a 

residence and when you get there it looks 

like only the kitchen is on fire but it’s fully 

involved.  You estimate the kitchen is 10 x 

20.  The fire flow would be 10 * 20 / 3 * 

100%.  So, that’s 200 / 3 which is 

approximately 70 gpm.  OK, that’s still a 

little complicated to figure out on the fly, 

and we don’t really need to know it takes 70 

gpm to put out this fire because we don’t 

have a hose that gives us 70 gpm.  So let’s 

look at the tools we have available right 

now on the engine and work backwards to 

see what amount of fire they can put 

out.  Keep in mind that this is simplifying the 

calculation to an on-the-fly estimate for initial 

fire attack. 

 1  1/2” hose with Taskforce tip is 
rated at 125 gpm.  Working the 
calculation backwards, that means 
that one of these nozzles can put out 
125 * 3 = 375 sqft or a square area 

the size of about 20 x 20.  Any fire 
bigger than that will need the 2  1/2" 
hose or an additional 1  1/2". 

 2  1/2” hose with the 1 1/4” smooth 
bore is rated at 325 gpm…  325 * 3 = 
975 sqft or a square area of about 30’ 

x 30’  Any fire bigger than that will 
need additional lines. 
 

Master stream…  

 1 3/8” tip = 1500 sqft or about 40’ x 
40’ 

 1 1/2” tip = 1800 sqft or about 45’ x 
45’ 

 1 3/4” tip = 2400 sqft or about 50’ x 
50’ 

 2”        tip = 3000 sqft or about 55’ x 
55’ 

 

Using this simple estimation will help you 

determine your water needs, resource 

needs, and get you the right tool in your 

hand to start fire attack. 

Homework 

1. Measure the rooms in your home to 
determine general bedroom, 
bathroom, kitchen, etc. sizes.  Look 
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at how many rooms would need to 
be involved before you would need 
more than one 1 ½ hose. 

2. Check out housing developments in 
your first due to determine general 
square footage, number of floors etc. 
so you can estimate square footage 
of the house based on its 
location.  Use additional variables 
below to account for multiple 
exposures 

3. Use the additional variables below 
to develop scenarios where you 
have multiple floors and exposures 
and apply to some larger structures 
in your first due. 
 

Additional Variables: 

 Multiple floors involved = multiply 
number of floors by formula result 
(assumes each floor has the same 
amount of involvement) 

 Exposure water needs = add 25% for 
each side of the fire structure that 
has an exposure 

 Exposure floors above the fire floor 
= add 25% for each floor (up to 5 
floors) 
 

NFA formula assumptions: 

 Interior offensive operations 

 Ceiling heights of 10’  

 Normal fuel load 

 Becomes increasingly inaccurate as 
total structure involvement goes 
beyond 50% 

References: 

https://goo.gl/4LUEwa 

https://goo.gl/1dqIOo 

https://goo.gl/35HP1h 

-Bryan Simmons 

2017 Scott Firefighter Stair climb 

The 2017 Seattle Stairclimb is scheduled for 
March 12 2017. Registration opens 
Wednesday, November 9th, 2017 9am. If 
you would like to join us for this event 
please get in touch with Allen Kennedy for 
details.    

 

Disaster Response 

Dan Livengood was in Ecuador assessing 

the need to send a team for relief assistance. 

Visit www.oneflagdrt.org for more details 

and consider donation to the cause. - Lake 

 

 

  

https://goo.gl/4LUEwa
https://goo.gl/1dqIOo
https://goo.gl/35HP1h
http://www.oneflagdrt.org/
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Charlotte Witkowski 

Born May 4th, weighing in at 7lb 4oz 

Congrats to Andrew and Chelsea 

 

Easton Hunt 

Born May 5, weighing in at 7Ibs 4oz 

Congrats to Galen and Lexi 

 

 
Levi Dubler 

Born June 15 weighing in at 7lbs 1oz 

Congrats to Andrew and Britney 

 

 
Kinber Grace Tarabochia 

Born June 14, weighing in at 8.5lbs 
Congrats to Jeff and Brandi 

 

BABIES 
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Tegan Marie Ferguson 

Born July 15, weighing in at 6lbs 6oz 
Congrats to Aryn and Ben 

 

 
Wyatt Bebb 

Born July 23 weighing in at 6lbs 6oz 

Congrats to Kevin and Bianca 

 

 
Connor Gregory Lawless 

Born August 5, weighing in at 8lbs 11oz 
Congrats to Ryan and Lauren 

 
Stetson James Smilowski 

Born August 11, weighing in at 7lbs. 14 oz 
Congrats to Kyle and Tammy 

 

 

Josie Gassner 
Born August 15, weighing in at 7lbs, 8 oz 

Congrats to Bryan and Jenny 
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PHOTO ALBUM 
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Thanks to all of you that made a contribution.  


